A personal view of the art of our century, dealing with separate subjects that seem important for an understanding of Dadaism, modernism and post-modernism from the beginning of a sense of modernity in European Culture, that is roughly from 1880s to 1914-1916. Charles Peguy considered that "the world has changed less since the time of Jesus Christ than it has in the last thirty years".
The Legacy of DADA a Century Later I have forced myself to contradict myself in order to avoid conforming to my taste. I don'ț believe in art. I believe in artists. (Marcel Duchamp)
DADA after a Century and how might we understand the idea, the concept and the legacy of DADA? How can we do this today, in 2016? Thinking and working against banal and facile generalizations. DADA has been presented in terms of non-sense, anti-art, and absurdity. The Romanian and European Tristan Tzara asserted that the word DADA meant nothing-ne signifie rien.
DADA displayed skepticism with regards to accepted values DADA's artefacts and performances project an image of group camaraderie and multi-signature manifestos vs. individualism DADA, an abiding legacy for the century to come with programs, manifestoes and strategies that include ready-mades, performance, collage, assemblage, montage, media, chance, prankish mind and behavior, and different forms of automatization, photomechanical reproductions and printed ephemera DADA's reconceptualization of artistic practice, as a form of tactics and strategies DADA may have had the greatest influence on contemporary art of avant-garde movement DADA's radicalism in concepts and strategies is foundational in modernism and postmodernism, representing today even a cliché, a déjà vu, a stereotype.
DADA's machine culture and anti-art DADA in the movement's main centers: Zurich, Berlin, Cologne, Hannover, Paris, New York DADA's "form of calculated irreverence" (Hugo Ball) Dada's subversive reaction against the status quo of the system DADA's "self-historicizing" (Tzara) DADA's mischief-making DADA in Eastern Europe DADA's globalism and constellation of identities and ideas. Its aims were often supranational emerging amid the racially having a tinge of nationalistic discourse of W.W. I.
Leah Dickerman: "There had not been an artistic movement so self-consciously international".
DADA There was a pressure exercised by the new experiences vs the demand for new forms to contain it, and to perform art as a work in progress.
A new perspective on the heroic and dynamic sense of cultural and artistic possibilitiy: Arthur Rimbaud's injunction être absolument moderne NB William S. Rubin noted in exhibition catalogue Dada, Surrealism and their Heritage: "Dada was however the first programmatically international movement in the plastic arts".
DADA's supranational aspirations vs national cultural and artistic agendas DADA's refusal / rejection of the transcendent and sublimated art as an illusionistic conjuring of imaginary worlds. From the Apotheosis of machine to the apotheosis of computers and virtual artistic realities DADA vs Minimalism.
